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Arriving on a Thursday evening at Casa Triangulo gallery, one could hear the 
music from the next street corner. It was the opening of assume vivid astro 
focus (avaf), a collective project initiated by Brazilian artist Eli Sudbrack. After 
receiving critically acclaims abroad this is finally the first solo show in 
Sudbrack’s native country and perhaps one of his most elaborated ones, too. 
Abra vana alucinete fogo is homage to 2Fanzine, which departing from a 
similar aesthetic like avaf is creating videos, masks and neon signs. The 
hallucinating installation spans the entire exhibition ground and first floor 
space. Upon entering the viewer is confronted with a carnevalesque 
atmosphere featuring the artists’ trademark wallpaper and stickers, a 
collection of couture designed by fashion designers Neon, which includes a 
Parangolé that is reminiscent of Helio Oitcica’s work and can be worn by three 
visitors simultaneously. The ceiling is decorated with multicolored flags 
commonly known from the popular Juninho party, celebrated across the entire 
country every June.  
A circular DJ platform, hold by a column made of vases with indigenous origin 
occupies the centre of the space. During the opening night, New York based 
artists Delia Gonzales and Gavin Russon plaid on analogue synthesizers and 
the coming weeks shall see dance, theatre and music performances by local 
artists. On the first floor self-stamped beach towels are laid out on sand and 
invite to a film program that includes a new collaboration of avaf with 
Gonazales and Russon. A music video, the work is shown alongside those 
found footages from TV Tupi’s Sunday music program. While São Paulo is 
under the impression of violent attacks from PCC, a commando initially 
formed to improve the conditions in the countries prisons and now operating 
as the most discussed criminal threat in the country, avaf is claiming to deal 
with the crisis light-hearted. A second new video production depicts an upbeat 
performance artist duo Ricky Castro and Chris Gomes dressed and singing 
like birds on a pick up van. En route through the abandoned city centre they 
stop for a performance on São Paulo’s central Viaduto do Chá.  
On return to the gallery a couple of days after the opening the debris of the 
party is still visible on the floor, a patch of found cargo pallets and abandoned 
metals sheets. The theater props, stickers mounted on MDF wood, feature 
manipulated images of carnival dancers and funk music bailes. While they 
blended well with the allegro opening crowd, they suddenly only serve as stiff 
decoration. Yet, the success of avaf’s work lies in the seducing capability to 
merge fashion, music, and design at once while operating an organic strategy 
of collaboration that involves a variety of artists from different backgrounds.  
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